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This invention relates to a weaning cup and 
in one embodiment it provides a detachable cap 
Which may be mounted on an ordinary tumbler 
or cup to convert it to a Weaning cup. 

It is another object to provide Such a cup haW 
ing a nipple-like outlet for a child to engage with 
his lips but thru which liquid can only be ob 
tained by tilting the cup so as to gradually accus 
tom the child to drinking from a glass or cup. 

Still another purpose is the provision of such 
a cap and Weaning cup characterized by an Op 
posing pair of wedge-shaped outlet channels in 
an otherwise sealed vessel, the liquid contents of 
which vessel it is difficult to Spill. 
A further object is to provide a Weaning cap 

of simple and durable construction, which is ef 
ficient in use and fabrication, and readily inter 
changeable from one drinking container to an 
other. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent from the following description 
and claims, the novelty consisting in the features 
of construction, combination of parts, the unique 
relations of the members and the relative propor 
tions, disposition, and operation thereof, all as 
more completely outlined herein and particularly 
pointed out in the appended claims. 

In the dra Wings, which form part of the pres 
ent Specification: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a weaning cup 
constructed according to my invention; 

Figure 2 is an axial Sectional View taken thru 
the cup along the line 2-2 of Figure ; 

Figure 3 is an axial Sectional view thru a Wean 
ing cup wherein the cap is mounted outside rather 
than inside the cup; and 

Figure 4 is a perspective view of the cap mem 
ber with a portion broken aWay to show the inter 
In a construction. 
The detachable cap or closure member is 

here illustrated in a SSociation with a cup or 
tumbler 2 having an outwardly flared base 4 
which may be additionally weighted to minimize 
accidental tipping of the vessel if desired. How 
ever, the cap can be used With conventional 
drinking vessels, it being preferable tho that both 
parts (cap and closure) be formed of organic 
plastic material so as to more readily fit together 
in non-leaking engagement. However, it can also 
be made of Wood, metal, glass, etc. 
As seen particularly in Figures 1 and 2, the cap 

fo is of generally cylindrical form with its side 
walls 6 having a slight, inwardly directed taper 
so as to be received within the side walls 8 of 
the cup or glass and thus be tightly, altho detach 
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ably, Wedged in place to Seal the open top of the 
drinking cup. 
At tWO diametric points along the edge of the 

cap there are formed drinking outlets 29, 22 here 
ShoWn as Several holes altho an elongated slot 
Inay Serve the same purpose. The closed top of 
the cap is formed of downwardly converging walls 
24, 28 descending from the drinking openings to 
the flat bottorn 28 of a central recess 30 in the 
closure top. Each angular wall 24, 26 in con 
junction. With the adjacent side wall 6 thus de 
fines a generally wedge-shaped channel 32, 34, 
the channel opening into the interior of the tubul 
lar cointainer 2 below and leading to the outlets 
2, 22 above. 

Accordingly, as the cup 2 is tipped to the one 
side or other, the liquid therein Will run out one 
of the openings 23 or 22, the opposite opening 
Serving as an air inlet. However, Since the slant 
of the Wall 24 or 26 corresponds roughly to the 
shape of a nipple, a child will be led to place its 
mouth over such outlet 2 or 22. At the same 
time, the child Will. Soon learn that it is neces 
Sary to tilt the cup rather than to suck on the 
openings in order to obtain the milk or other 
liquid. And while doing So, the recess 30 will 
accommodate the user's nose within the cap, 
When the cup is tipped. The two sets of open 
ings 20, 22 may also be made different sizes as 
illustrated. 
The intermediate side walls 36 of the top may 

be Spaced apart from the outer wall 6 of the cap 
or not, as desired. Also, if desired, the outer wall 
may extend below the level of the recess bottom 
28, So as to form a circumferential skirt 38 (Fig 
ure 3) Which may be pressed around the outside 
of a cup 2a. It will be apparent accordingly, 
that the detachable cap can be made in different 
sizes to fit variously dimensioned tumblers or cups. 
While I have shown and described in Some de 

tail a presently preferred embodiment of my 
Weaning cup, it is understood that various modi 
fications may be made in the construction and 
operation thereof within the spirit and scope of 
the Subsequently claimed invention which it is 
my intention to claim broadly within the limita 
tions imposed by the prior art. 
I claim: 
1. A Weaning cup comprising a generally tubu 

lar container having an open top and an out 
Wardly flared, closed bottom, and a tubular clo 
Sure member having a closed, centrally recessed 
top and an open bottom, the side walls of the 
closure being adapted to be slid downward to 
frictional engagement with the side walls of the 
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container, the upper edge of the closure being 
formed with a drinking outlet therethru, an air 
inlet therethrough and a downwardly diverging 
inner Wall descending from the drinking outlet 
to the bottom of said recess and defining jointly 
with the adjacent side wall of the closure, a 
channel in open communication with the interior 
of the cup. 

2. A weaning cup comprising a generally tubul 
lar container having an open top and closed bot 
tom, and a tubular closure member having a 
closed, centrally recessed top and Open bottom, 
the side walls of the closure being adapted to be 
slid downward to frictional engagement with the 
side walls of the container, the upper edge of 
the closure being formed with a drinking outlet 
therethru, an air inlet therethrough and a down 
Wardly diverging inner Wall descending from the 
drinking outlet to the bottom of Said recess and 
defining jointly with the adjacent side wall of 
the closure, a channel in open communication 
with the interior of the cup. 

3. A weaning cup cap of the character de 
scribed comprising a tubular member having a 
closed recessed top and an Open botton, the Side 
Wall of said member being adapted to be slidably 
and removably mounted on a tubular cup, the 
upper edge of Said member being formed With 
a drinking outlet therethrough, an air inlet there 
through, and a downwardly diverging inner wall 
descending from Said outlet to the botton of 
said receSS and defining jointly with the adjacent 
Side wall of Said member, a channel in open Com 
munication with the interior of the cup. 

4. A Weaning cup cap of the character de 
Scribed comprising a tubular member having a 
closed recessed top and an open bottom, the side 
wall of said member being adapted to be slidably 
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4. 
and removably mounted on a tubular cup, the 
upper edge of Said member being formed with 
drinking outlets therethrough, downwardly con 
verging inner walls descending from Said outlets 
to the bottom of said recess and defining jointly 
with the adjacent side wall of said member, chan 
nels in Open Communication with the interior of 
the cup. 

5. A Weaning cup cap of the character de 
Scribed comprising a tubular member having a 
closed recessed top and an open bottom, the side 
Wall of Said member being adapted to be slidably 
and removably mounted on a tubular cup, the 
upper edge of Said member being formed With a 
pair of diametrically opposed drinking outlets 
therethrough, downwardly converging inner walls 
descending from said outlets to the bottom of said 
receSS and defining jointly with the adjacent side 
Wall of Said member, opposed channels in open 
communication with the interior of the cup. 

BERNICE. M. MICHAEL. 
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